LGBT+ COMPETENCY IN MATERNITY
A WORKSHOP FOR BIRTHWORKERS

Facilitated by AJ Silver.
A Queer birth & postnatal Doula, probationary Breastfeeding counsellor,
babywearing consultant, author, speaker and LGBT+ activist.
Learn the basics of language, stats
and statistics, terminology and
LGBT+ History

Leave confident and motivated to
start your journey in making your
business or product accessible to
LGBT+ parents.

Hear real life case studies of
LGBT+ families in the UK.

An open and safe space for you
to ask yours questions.

Understand your place and
purpose as an ally to LGBT+ Parents

Online sessions at a time and place
to suit you and your community.

FEEDBACK

The interactivity between everyone made it really engaging and
interesting.
It’s a shame that it’s necessary but it IS necessary and has made me feel
more confident in creating a safer more inclusive space in my business.
I especially liked that you created an atmosphere where anyone could
ask questions that perhaps they may have felt awkward about it maybe
weren’t sure if they should ask for example - the conversations around

AJ's a star and they're hysterical! Really warm and engaging person,
clearly helping folk not entirely comfortable with the subject matter to
understand and feel empowered to ask questions
I really liked the encouragement AJ offered,
and the slides were clear and easy to read and understand.

The openness of the conversation, I felt very relaxed and comfortable
as soon as AJ started talking
I liked the talking more than the case studies, though they were super
insightful and big learning happened.
Reflecting on real life scenarios, discussing language and how this can
affect someones care.

Delivered online at a time to suit you
Suggested group size 20-25
Leave with further learning resources
Teared pricing available

GET IT TOUCH TO BOOK YOUR WORKSHOP NOW
AJ@BIRTHKEEPERDOULA.CO.UK

The Queer Birth Club

